Goodbye ! Goodbye ! 2014 is done !

We worked. We played. We learned. We laughed.

We had so much fun.

A new year starts and an old one ends,

Bringing cheer and joy for our dear ones and friends !

Dear Parents,

Wishing you a very happy 2015 !!

May the new year bring peace and happiness to your family and friends.

December was a month filled with interesting activities and the excitement which the school Christmas carnival brings. The children enjoyed making stationary boxes and pencils for the carnival. They decorated their classrooms with stockings, bells, Santa masks and reindeer pictures. Santa’s visit to the classes and singing Christmas carols added to their fun.

As we step into the new year we have planned many new activities in January and February that will reinforce all the concepts covered so far in Prep.
**EVS**: The theme for the months of January and February is Birds, Insects and Community Helpers.

**Value of the month**: Unity in diversity, Setting goals and Hard work.

The value of the month and the EVS topic will be reinforced through rhymes, stories, enacting plays, display boards and related activities

**Art**: Children will enjoy art and craft activities with Shweta, Mamta and Manita ma’am by making –

* Birds * Making paintings using the colours of the flag * Dragonfly

**Craft**: Republic day craft * Tiger mask

Music – Kamal Sir will incorporate the patriotic spirit through the following songs-

* The more we get together
* We shall overcome
* Yo Yo India

**Dance**: Rahul Sir will make our little ones dance to the songs selected for the Prep Annual Day.
**ENGLISH :** We will continue to practice the blends done till now. We will also be introducing the following –

* .....ay words, such as day, say, bay
* .....all words, such as fall, call, tall
* .....ill words, such as fill, mill, bill
* .....ell words, such as tell, fell, bell

Introduction to creative writing will be done.

**HINDI :**

* Introduction of
* Writing words with ‘ T ’ matra
* Practice of writing letters and simple sentences in five lines.
* Reading of simple sentences

**NUMBER WORK :**

* Bundling upto 50 orally
* Number names four, five, six, seven, eight, nine and ten
* Introduction to simple addition

**COMPUTERS :** * Picture puzzles * Memory games * Addition games * Rhyming words activities

The Grand finale of this academic year will be our Graduation Day !!!!

It is amazing how quickly our children have grown. They will soon be graduating from Prep to Grade 1.

We look forward to your continued support and co-operation.

Abha Sahgal
( Principal )